Application Modifications and Enhancements

HiCAMS & DOH Vendor Version 8.5.9 were released Friday, 12/13/2019.

OVERVIEW OF THE RELEASE

- Application enhancements in various modules related to Field Inspection Reports, Materials Receipts, Test Formats, Staff Security, SubContracts, Product Maintenance and Producer Supplier Inspection Results.
- Data fixes for production issues in various modules

HiCAMS -

CONTRACT MAINTENANCE - Review Subcontracts
- Fixed code in Hicams to prevent entry of a Subcontractors and 2nd Tier Subcontractors Quantity amount to exceed the Contract Line Items actual bid amount. – SQA 22458

CONTRACT TRACKING - Review Material Receipts
- Fixed database issue on MRR window, when a Product Name is selected and Product Group is chosen and Record Retrieved, application won’t crash. - SQA 22453

FIELD INSPECTION REPORTS (FIR) - Review Concrete Pavement
- Changed security code to allow users that have update authority to enter Core Thickness results on FIR Concrete Pavement to also enter Comments on window. – SQA 22466

FIELD INSPECTION REPORTS (FIR) - Review Field Inspection Reports
- CONCRETE PIPE: Added Laying Length 60 to Concrete Pipe Field Inspection Report Results Tab. – SQA 22486

ADMIN - Security
- Changed the Hicams Security Alert message after 3 failed attempts to login to call the Construction Unit at 919-329-2400 or the HiCAMS Helpdesk at 919-707-2369. – SQA 22482
- For all staff records that have multiple profiles when record is expired the profiles will expire also, if record is unexpired only profiles with an expiration date prior to staff record expiration will remain expired. All other profiles will be activated. – SQA 22471
VENDOR -

PRODUCER/SUPPLIER - Review Producer/Supplier
- Redesigned the Producer Supplier Inspection Results Tab – Inspectors will enter and track Audits, Certifications and Inspections.
- A codes table listing all choices available in the drop-down window has been added. For a selection that has a predetermined duration, the system will calculate the expiration date based on the start date. If no duration is in the codes table inspector can enter the end date manually.
- A notification will be sent to Plant Inspectors 60 days and 30 days prior to Audit, Certifications or Inspections expiration.
- Window fields have been added to Producer Supplier Query Tool – SQA 22457

PRODUCTS - Review Product Maintenance
- Increased Product Description field size to 1000 characters on all windows where used - Product Maintenance Report Description field, Product Maintenance Query Tool Report Comments field – SQA 22456